by Lonnie Boller

Losing your operator?
Challenge or crisis?
ansas administrative
regulations require that
every public water system be
under the control of an operator
certified by the Kansas
Department of Health &
Environment. Over the past
several years, cities losing
operators have faced many
challenges, sometimes reaching
crisis levels. The days of easily
finding a qualified water
operator off the street are over.
Regulatory changes and
technological advances require
more than just a "shade-tree
operator."
Recently the City of
Lonnie Boller Carbondale, Kansas dealt with
Tech Assistant the issue of having no operator.
The city water
plant operator
resigned with a
two-week notice,
leaving the city
administrators to
move a maintenance employee
to the open
position. This
employee had very
little experience in
water treatment.
Adding to the
problem, Carbondale's plant had
been very poorly maintained.
Few records of past plant
performance were available for
any new operator to rely on and
many critical repairs were
needed. Even as a seasoned
employee of KRWA, when
arriving at the plant I had a
difficult time knowing where to
begin. I have worked and
operated many plants, but this
was the most difficult challenge
in my career. KDHE staff and
KRWA tech Jim Jackson and I
spent many long hours going
through the plant, step by step,
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to fix what was broken, paint
what needed painting, clean
what needed cleaning, and last
but not least, giving a crash
course in water treatment
operation to a new and
overwhelmed operator.
Our tour of this plant showed
numerous areas that would need
to be dealt with, including the
following:
Basic daily water treatment
came first. We reviewed testing
requirements so that the operator
could become familiar with
filling out the KDHE required
documents including: CTs, the
disinfection byproduct rule, and
chlorine residuals both in the

•

also worked to help the operator
calibrate feeders and feed rates
throughout the plant.
Carbon feeder was not in
operation. The carbon feeder
belt was replaced and brought
back online to deal with a taste
and odor problem. The new
operator was then trained in
carbon feeder calibration.
The backup pump (high
service pump) was not in
operation. The system was
running on one pump with a
variable frequency drive and the
other pump was a standard
design. These caused line
breakage in the plant due to
over-pressurizing the system. At
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Vic Montgomery, staff member of the Northeast District, Kansas Department of
Health & Environment at Lawrence and Kevin Richardson, the city's new operator
who has been the head operator for just three weeks, view one of the filters.

plant and in the system. Chlorine
residuals were not being taken
out of the distribution system
and raw water residuals were not
being taken on a daily basis. We
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KRWA's recommendation, the
city is looking to replace the
standard design pump with a new
variable frequency drive for the
second pump.

•

Filters were in poor
condition. The filters were rusted
out showing little maintenance
for many years. A filter profile
was also conducted to determine
if the plant had the right amount
of media. It appeared that three
inches of anthracite had been
lost from the filter due to
excessive backwashing. Also,
the backwash pump needed to be
adjusted at a higher rate to gain
a more thorough backwashing.
At the bottom of the number one
filter, we found a wooden
broomstick handle driven in
where a plug was supposed to

soda ash. The city's use of the
new liquid-blend coagulant
doesn't require as much soda ash
as alum so it no longer needs a
dual-feed pump. A new LMI
pump was installed replacing the
dual feed pump.

•

The basin gear was broken.
During work at the plant,
numerous problems with the
basins were found. The basin
scraper gear fell off and sank
into the 14-foot-deep basin. With
no way to retrieve the gear, it
was temporarily replaced with a
broken gear from the plant's
parts shelf, enabling the plant to
get by for a few days until the
basin could be drained to
retrieve the gear. During all of
this, the basin mixer also failed,
necessitating the city to install
three new bearings, and a belt,
along with new electrical wiring
to get it running again.
The coagulant feed was
being overfed. This problem
had been longstanding and may

have been caused by not having
a rapid mixer to thoroughly mix
the coagulant with the water.
The coagulant feed rate was
reduced by 20 percent, which
reduced the rate by 40 percent
providing a large cost savings.
KRWA performed a filter profile on all
three filters. For the most part, the
filters appeared to be performing well,
as long as the incoming water was low
in turbidity. After examining all three
filters, KRWA staff found a loss of three
inches of anthracite. A broomstick
handle was found as a replacement for
a plug in one of the filters.

•

Filters at Carbondale consist of three tanks.
Each is eight feet in diameter x 10 feet deep.
They are constructed of 1/4 -inch steel with
3/16 steel on the wash trough multi-plate
underdrain. Each has an eight-inch flanged
inlet and six-inch flanged effluent. The filter
area is 50.3 sq. ft. With a filter rate of 3.98
gal/min/sq. ft. the filter rate is 200 gpm. The
backwash rate should be 15 gal/min/sq. ft.;
the backwash pump rate should be 753 gpm.
Due to the pump being worn, the highest
rate that could be achieved was 650 gpm.
The pump was replaced.

be–an example of improvising
for sure.
The polymer feed pump was
over-sized for the system. It
was difficult to get accuracy
from the polymer feed pump so
it was replaced with a new LMI
pump purchased by the city.
The soda ash feed pump was
oversized for the system. The
system had previously fed alum
and, when alum is fed, there is a
drop in pH which requires more

•

•
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• The rapid mixer was not
functioning. The rapid mixer
was rusted to the point that the

mounting bolts had to be cut off
with a torch for removal. Rapid
mix is a key component of the
plant, as it thoroughly mixes all
chemicals from the plant before
they enter the solids contact
basin. It is amazing that the
system was actually
functioning without this piece
of equipment.
Numerous water leaks
were discovered. A six-inch
fitting that attached to the
number two filter included a
rubber gasket and two radiator
clamps. This assemblage was
attempting to stop the leak
although lying nearby was a
brand new fitting and rusty
bolts, obviously purchased to
replace this fitting. Also, a
one-inch plant water feed line
was leaking at a fitting,
resulting in water running into
the pipe gallery.
Turbidity meters were not
cleaned or calibrated. KDHE
requires water systems calibrate
turbidity meters. The Carbondale

units had not been cleaned for
six months or more. Not one
meter at the plant read
accurately, not even the benchtop turbidity meter, which
appeared to be broken. The Hach
Company was called to clean

•

The wiring in the plant had been modified many times.
Of course there was no wiring diagram and the panel
appears to be set for quick access. The problem was
that is was difficult to determine the function of some
of the wiring and what it controlled. Chris Owen from
Comm-Tronix was working at the City of Horton water
plant. He was enlisted by KRWA to help out at the
Carbondale plant. Chris was at the plant within two
hours and worked until midnight to get
the plant up and running on auto.

•

The rapid mixer had not functioned for quite
a while. It was so rusted that KRWA staff cut
the bolts off with a torch in order to replace it
with a new mixer. With the new unit in place,
KRWA staff reduced the coagulant to 40% of
the previous use with further reduction
possible. The rapid mixer is a key piece of
equipment; it's a tribute to the plant to be
producing water without it.

and recalibrate meters and
replace nonfunctioning light
bulbs in all the plant meters. It is
good policy for systems to have
parts and equipment on hand to
clean, calibrate, and repair these
meters. Why have the meters if
they are not functioning
correctly? The city now has a
six-month maintenance contract
with Hach for the service.
Sludge blow off line was
plugged. The problem prevented
the system from blowing off
sludge because a valve was
broken. The valve was removed
revealing a plugged sludge line.
A pressure line was run to the
valve and allowed to flow for 12
hours before the line was
unplugged. Proper function was
achieved after the
malfunctioning valve was
replaced with a heavy-duty
electronic valve.

•
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Substandard and
incomplete record keeping was
used. For some time, good
complete records had not been
kept for the city's water
treatment. Some necessary
paperwork was never completed

operator do CTs on a daily basis
until becoming familiar with
them. KDHE and Kansas Rural
Water assisted with daily plant
logs and paperwork required
including: raw water turbidity
and temperature, chlorine
residual in every basin
including the clearwell,
distribution chlorine
residuals, and at least
one turbidity reading
every four hours in
every basin.
There were numerous
rusted water lines. The
water lines needed to
have a high quality
primer and paint on
them. City employees
are working on the much
needed job of colorcoding all pipes in the plant so
that any operator can identify
them easily. This includes
marking chlorine lines, ammonia
lines, soda ash lines, and
distribution lines leaving the plant.
Faulty chlorinators were a
problem. The system previously

had two different chlorinators in
use, one for post-chlorine and
one for pre-chlorine. They
lacked maintenance. It was not
possible to feed the amount of
chlorine required at rapid mix to
maintain a contact time residual.

•

at all or sent to KDHE. The
contact time sheets showed a
chlorine residual of 3.0 most of
the time. I've been in water
treatment for a long time and it's
extremely difficult for a water
plant operator to have 3.0 every
day and have a pH of 7.5 every
day. I recommended the new

•
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The photos on this page show a general
lack of housekeeping in the plant. Good
maintenance and housekeeping should
be ongoing work efforts by operators
and city officials need to provide that
sufficient time be spent to allow
operators to accomplish the
necessary work.
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The city replaced the chlorinator
and increased the feed tube size
with the help of Haynes Equipment.
Faulty wiring was a problem.
The plant had wiring that no
longer functioned properly.
Electrical wiring that is no
longer needed should be

•

housing, which was cleaned up
by KDHE. The controls were not
working correctly. The plant
would turn on and off for no
reason. One day the clearwell
would pump itself empty; the
next day it would overflow. This
is a waste of time and money to

With a lot of hard work the city was saved from being
completely out of water. A boil order was implemented.
removed. There were many
control switches and electronic
starters that were not functioning
correctly; many were mislabeled.
For instance, the sludge blow off
valve was turned off and when
we tried to remove it, there was
still power going to it. This is a
huge safety issue to water
treatment employees. The city is
still working on replacing some
of the wiring at the plant.
Inaccurate readings were
obtained from the clearwell.
The clearwell controls were
obsolete. Mercury was found in
the bottom of a broken control

•
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run good quality water out on the
ground. With the help of CommTronix, Inc., Carbondale
installed new clearwell controls.
Currently, Carbondale's water
plant is 80% up-to-speed on
repairs and maintenance with a
month and a half process to get it
there. With a lot of hard work the
city was saved from being
completely out of water. A boil
order was implemented for more
than a week.
My purpose in listing the
problems encountered at
Carbondale is not to make
Carbondale look bad. The city's
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water plant is well on the road to
recovery now. My purpose is to
give a message to city council
members and rural water district
managers and board members.
You need to be involved and
aware of the condition of your
plants and distribution systems
so that this situation does not
occur in your community
system. When failures like
Carbondale's occur, it's often not
just the responsibility or fault of
the operator.
When water systems are
without an operator or no trained
person to take over, systems can
notify KDHE for assistance, or
call KRWA directly if it's after 5
p.m. or a weekend or holiday.
KRWA's goal is to provide help
to those communities in need,
when they need it. KRWA can
help run the plant short-term and
train new operators.
I would like to thank Hach
Company, Haynes Company, and
Comm-Tronix, Inc., for their
invaluable assistance in helping
us get the Carbondale plant back
in better service.
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